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Introduction 
Let me begin this paper by underscoring the importance of asking and answering the 
lingering “security” and/or “national security” question before the participants with a 
statement from no less a person than the sitting president of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 
Muhammadu Buhari, GCFR.  
 
In 2018, at the Nigerian Bar Association (NBA) annual conference, President Muhammadu 
Buhari stated that “Rule of Law must be subject to the supremacy of the nation’s security…”3

Arguably, the organisers of this workshop saw connection of piracy, national security and 
economic development. Therefore to designate issue within the legislation, theory and 
practice of national security is to bring the full weight of the country’s resources to bear on 

 
 
The topic “Resolving the ‘National Security’ Question as Precondition for Tackling Piracy in 
the Gulf of Guinea and Unleashing Growth in the Maritime Subsector of Nigeria’s Economy” 
was derived from the theme “Piracy in the Gulf of Guinea: Issues and Challenges for 
International Trade, National Security and Sustainable Development of Member States”.  
 
There are three reasons for the choice of the topic. One, it is to draw attention to the 
lingering unanswered question on “security” and/ or “national security” in Nigeria. Two, it is 
to determine, if the use of “security” and/or “national security” is governed by any 
legislation, policy, theory and practice of “security” and/or “national security” in Nigeria and 
within this the place of piracy in it. The third reason is to draw attention the failure and failing 
of “security” and/or “national security” in the last two decades in spite of colossal resource 
expenditure. 
 

                                                           
1 Text of paper prepared for the workshop on “Piracy in the Gulf of Guinea: Issues and Challenges for International Trade, National Security 
and Sustainable Development of Member States”, for Participants of “Executive Intelligence Management Course (EIMC) 13, 2020”,  
organised by the National Institute for Security Studies (NISS), Bwari, Nigeria, 18th September, 2020  
2Dr. Adoyi ONOJA is a professor of African history in the Department of History and teaches security courses in the graduate programme 
of security and strategic studies of the Institute of Governance and Development Studies, Nasarawa State University, Keffi. His research 
interests are security, history of security/security studies, comparative security/security studies, governance, media and Middle Belt of 
Nigeria. His website http://www.adoyionoja.orgcontains his views on issues. 
3 The full paragraph read thus: “Rule of Law must be subject to the supremacy of the nation’s security and national interest. Our apex court 
has had cause to adopt a position on this issue in this regard and it is now a matter of judicial recognition that, where national security and 
public interest are threatened or there is a likelihood of their being threatened, the individual rights of those allegedly responsible must take 
second place, in favour of the greater good of society.” See https://www.proshareng.com/news/Politics/President-Buharis-Address-at-the-
NBA-2018-Annual-Conference/41521 accessed 08/09/2020 
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its resolution. Or so it seemed. This is because it is what applies in countries with extant 
security and/or national security philosophy, legislation, theory and practice. Of these 
countries, the United States of America is the oldest example of a country with national 
security philosophy, legislation, theory and practice and the Peoples’ Republic of China 
represent the most recent. 
 
The choice of this topic focusing on “national security” also arose from prevailing 
assumptions held by most Nigerians on “security” generally and in particular on “national 
security” by establishment and learned Nigerians.  
 
The first of the assumption is that the establishment and learned Nigerians know “national 
security”. The second assumption is that they learned “security” and/or “national security” 
from school and/or initiated into some “security” and/or “national security” fraternity with 
precedence in Nigeria. The third assumption is that this knowledge of “national security” and 
designating issue as “national security” is universal amongst these Nigerians. The fourth 
assumption is that “national security” is anchored on existing policy legislation and/or the 
constitution and thus within the precinct of policy, theory and practice. The fifth assumption 
is that invoking and applying “security” and/or “national security” solved and is solving the 
myriad of issues that comes under the purview of “national security”.  
 
However, a close scrutiny of these assumptions with the available facts and figures would 
establish that all of these remained just that: assumptions. They are assumptions held by the 
elite in the establishment and the learned cycles. In recent time, “national security” emerged 
as an esoteric term exclusively preserved for use and deployment by these elites as opposed to 
the more popular “security” that the rest of the uninitiated Nigerians i.e. those outside the 
establishment and learned communities use in Nigeria. Both “security” and “national 
security” are the lingering unanswered questions in philosophy, legislation, policy, theory and 
practice. 
 
The term “national security” is deployed within the politics of securitisation by the 
establishment to mask reality in official cycle. As a borrowed term, its appeal for most users is 
its cliché and trending value. This is because “national security is not only an alien and 
borrowed terminology to the Nigerian history, experience and reality (HER).4

Unless we raise and address the “national security” question, a question I dare to say has not 
been raised and addressed historically, philosophically, constitutionally, legislatively and 
policy-wise, it is not possible to understand let alone tackle piracy in the Gulf of Guinea from 

“National 
security” has not been indigenised and domesticated to carry the weight of the history, 
sociology and politics of Nigerians and Nigeria. 
 

                                                           
4 Read the article “security based on Nigeria’s History, Experience and Reality (HER)”. It is a theory, concept and/or tool developed and 
deployed to studying “security” in Nigeria. Check the sub link “stripping” on http://www.adoyionoja.org 
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a “national security” perspective in order to engender growth in the maritime subsector of 
Nigeria’s economy.  
 
It is imperative to argue that raising and addressing the “national security” question is 
instrumental to distinguishing security from defence and law enforcement and to this extent 
the myriad of issues that falls under security, defence and law enforcement in the country.5

As a word and in the context of etymology, security’s history started in the mid-15th 
century.

 It 
is in this light that the issue of piracy bedeviling the maritime subsector affecting its 
contribution to the economy of Nigeria will be appreciated. 
 
In order to achieve the objectives of the paper, the paper is divided into introduction, 
conceptualising security and national security’s history, theoretical excursions into the 
concept of security, military rule and security and/or national security consciousness, the 
legislatures andthe development of content for security and/or national security, putting and 
tackling piracy in policy legislation driven security and/or national security and unleashing 
growth and the conclusion. 
 
Conceptualising Security and National Security’s History 
There are two words in national security. They are national and security. Of these two words, 
security is the independent variable and national is the dependent variable. Security precedes 
National. Therefore the central word in this discourse is security. Unless we know how 
security came into being we cannot know how national security came into existence. 
 

6 In the Latin language, security is “securitas” and “securus” and in the English 
Languages, security is “secure”. It means “condition of being secure”, “free from care” and 
“feeling no apprehension”. From the 1580s, security meant “something which secures” and 
from 1941, security’s association with the “safety of a state, person etc.” began to feature. 
Security’s association was not limited to these as there were others.7

                                                           
5 My assertion defers to the history, sociology and politics that govern national security from its place of origin, the United States. If piracy 
was so described as national security issue in America, the full weight of the resources of the state would have been used to address the issue. 
None of this is the case in Nigeria.  

 The state-centric 
perspective of security coincided with the inroad of the United States into world political 
reckoning.  
 
There were two important developments to consider within the period of the emergence of 
security as a word. They were the founding of the United States of America and the 
beginning of the embedding and/or colonisation of security into the theory of realism or 
more appropriately political realism.  
 

6 Read “security (n.)”, https://www.etymonline.com/word/security accessed 19:04:2020 
7 See “security (n.)”… 
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The Pioneers that left England in 16078

This desire was what William Appleman Williams described as the routine lust for lands, 
markets or security.

 for Virginia in search of land, market and/or 
opportunities were guided by the imports of “free from care”, “being secure” and “something 
which secure”. The Pioneers were dissatisfied with their lives in England and other countries 
and wanted fresh opportunities that abound in the New World. It was the primordial 
conception of security as “free from care”, “being secure” and the abundance of “something 
which secure” that informed their movement from England to the land that would become 
the United States of America.  
 

9

The study of security has always been a central concern in the academic discipline of 
International Relations. As I noted the two world wars prompted this and with half-century 
of the Cold War, the issue of area of security dominated the intellectual preoccupations of 

 The state centric conception of security was not the most important 
consideration of the Pioneers. The state will assume this role only because the state became 
the agent and referent for the routine lust for lands, markets or security in far flung parts of 
the anarchic world as this lust broadened and deepened over time in the history of the United 
States.  
 
While the state conception of security did not originate from the United States of America, 
it was development in the United States of America that consolidated this perspective of 
security. America and Americans succeeded in exploiting the resources inside the United 
States and were in search of new lands and markets or security. These would take them into 
what would become known as their backyard – South and Central America - where they 
routed other European powers in order to create exclusive economic and strategic zones to 
serve America’s corporate capitalist interests.  
 
It was the quest for this security or economic resources that enabled America’s participation 
first and reluctantly in the First World War and second and rather decisively after the Pearl 
Harbour attacks in the Second World War. This was the point that the concern for security of 
the state, the agent of the pursuit of national interest on the international arena, would 
dominate the evolving discipline of security studies from International Relations and the 
transformation of strategic studies into security studies in the mid-20th century. 
 

                                                           
8 Those who founded United States left England in 1607 for Virginia, moved westward and thence the whole of the States, the Americas and 
the rest of the world, in search of what Williams called the “routine lust for land, markets or security...” See William Appleman Williams, 
Empire as a Way of Life: An Essay on the Causes and Character of America’s Present Predicament Along with a Few Thoughts about an 
Alternative, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980) 62, and most of the thesis of Oliver Stone, Peter Kuznick, The Untold History of 
the United States (London: Penguin, 2019). The heart of America’s security – land, markets and strategic resources – represent the 
primordial public of Ekeh’s two publics shielded from the perception of countries including Nigeria that imitates most things America and 
only the civic public or the use of military, intelligence and law enforcement - vehicle for accessing security or land, markets and strategic 
resources – fascinates countries such as Nigeria. 
9 William Appleman Williams, Empire as a Way of Life: An Essay on the Causes and Character of America’s Present Predicament Along with 
a Few Thoughts about an Alternative, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980) 62 
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students of International Relations. As Ken Booth noted, the subject of security studies as it 
developed in its orthodox form during the Cold War was constructed in the image of 
political realism10

It was this realisation by the United States of America two years after the end of the Second 
World War that prompted Congress to pass the legislation known as the National Security 
Act in 1947. President Harry S. Truman signed the National Security Act into law. The United 
States of America thus introduced the word national security, as its preferred term for 
security, into its political vocabulary. National security went global as it was subsequently 
appropriated by different countries of the world. The latest country to come up with its 
national security legislation is the Peoples’ Republic of China.

 priviledging the state, power, survival, national interest, international affairs 
and the military as instrument of policy. Political realism’s tenet was at the centre of politics 
among nations and security and security studies was anchored within its tenets.   
 
The evolution of the Westphalia state system in 1648 and its adoption as mode of 
organisation among countries made the state and its survival central in any discourse of 
national and international politics. The growing disagreement among nations in the pursuit 
of their national interest in different parts of the world heightened the logic of anarchy 
increasing the need to safeguard the state as the referent of security. This was where security 
became a double-edged sword serving two related purposes. The first is that security is the 
economic and strategic resources that countries go after in different parts of the world in 
order to secure themselves. The second is security is the means or tools – military, 
intelligence and law enforcement – that enable the attainment of the quest for resources 
anywhere and everywhere in the anarchy ridden world. 
 

11

                                                           
10 Booth (ed), Critical Security Studies and World Politics, 2 

 
 
National Security is quintessentially American as it carries the HISTORY, SOCIOLOGY AND 
POLITICS of the United States. National Security is the policy or vision. National Strategy is 
mission that takes its cue from the vision. Since then there have been several national security 
strategies drawn up by different administrations as their mission for the attainment of the 
vision called national security in America. The latest strategy is the America First National 
Security Strategy under the leadership of President Donald Trump. 
 
What is Nigeria’s equivalent of security or national security act or vision and security strategy 
or mission deriving from the security or national security act? Where is Nigeria’s equivalent 
of security or national security act or vision and security strategy or mission? What is the 
history, sociology and politics of Nigeria’s security and/or national security? 
 

11 Read the article “the bureaucracy in security sector governance…Issues arising on “security” on the sub link “buzzing in town” on 
http://www.adoyionoja.org 

http://www.adoyionoja.org/�
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The unanswered “national security” question include what is national security, whose 
national security, what is a national security issue and how can national security be achieved. 
The first three questions addresses policy and the last question address strategy. The 
Constitution and other enabling laws have not address security or national security in 
Nigeria. There is not a history, sociology and politics of security and national security in 
Nigeria. 
 
These are the circumstances that require examination in order to situate the place of piracy in 
the Gulf of Guinea within Nigeria’s “security” and/or “national security” constructs to begin 
the determination of how to address the issue in order to allow growth to multiple in the 
maritime subsector. 
 
Theoretical Excursion into Security and/or National Security 

There are two theories that explain the context of this paper. The context of this paper is to 
use the undefined, uncharted and ungoverned space called “security” or “national security” to 
address piracy’s implication in the Gulf of Guinea for Nigeria’s economy. The theories are 
political realism and within this the idea of securitisation and critical security theory and 
within this the idea of emancipation.  

Securitisation works within the dominant realist tradition where power serves the interest of 
the few that capture it. Security is the move that takes politics beyond the established rules 
and frames the issue as a special kind of politics or above politics. Securitisation is a more 
extreme version of politicisation where issue is presented as an existential threat requiring 
emergency measures and justifying actions outside the normal bounds of political 
procedure.12

For decades, the struggle for power occupy central platform in the realist family traditions 
that stretches back to Thucydides, Clausewitz, Morgenthau and Mearsheimer. The most 
important difference in the realist family is over the causal dynamics in human behaviour on 
the one hand and on the other hand the logic of anarchy embedded in the structure of 
international environment. However, realists are united in prioritising the dominating 
significance of sovereign states, the drives of states to survive and maximise power, the 
expectation of interstate struggles, crises, wars and the sanction of military force as an 

 

When I alluded to “national security’s” use as exclusively a preserve of the establishment and 
the learned, I was drawing attention to a variety of securitisation, perhaps unconsciously, at 
play in Nigeria. One dimension of this is to remember President Muhammadu Buhari’s 
address I cited at the beginning. What on the Nigerian earth is this “national security”? 

                                                           
12 Barry Buzan, Ole Weaver, Jaap de Wilde, Security: A New Framework of Analysis, London, Lynne Rienner, 1998, 23-24 
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instrument of policy.13

Security priviledging the state, international affairs and the military dominated discourse and 
practice of developed world immediately after the Second World War until the environment 
for this shifted slightly following the end of the Cold War and the 9/11 attacks. Prior to the 
9/11 attacks, there was attempt to broaden and deepen the security agenda to include five 
sectors other than the traditional state and military sector and to include the individual as the 
irreducible base unit in the discussion of security. In spite of this, the state and not individual 
remained the referent object for the analysis of international security.

 Realist-derived security is top-down, statist, power-centric, 
masculinised, ethnocentric and militarised. 

14

This is the case with the application of securitisation by the few that capture power in the 
manner that the “security” and/or “national security” portfolio becomes the veritable means 
with which to pursue their interest in the “security” dimension of the resource war

 Regardless of realists 
attempt to embrace changes following the end of the Cold War, they have remained wedded 
to the state and military centric conception of security.   

In all these prioritisations, the Nigeria environment didn’t quite belong as its theatre of 
operation is overwhelmingly domestic. Nigeria has little in the way of international 
engagement to fill the pressure of these postulations. However, Nigeria is a multinational 
state housing not less than 300 distinct and disparate ethnic nationalities in constant struggle 
for different resources or security and thus giving it the character of an international system. 
To the extent that some of the tenets of political realism driven security explain 
developments in the country, it is to underscore the relationship among and between these 
nationalities and the importance of capturing the state in order to further the ambition of 
groups. 

15

Critical security theory from which emancipation derived is a critique of security conceived 
within the theory of political realism. Critical security theory involves rethinking the 
common sense orthodoxy from the bottom up while exposing the extent to which political 
realism is part of the problem in world politics rather than being the problem-solver.

 in 
Nigeria. There is the seemingly unconscious securitisation of “security” in Nigeria since 1999. 
The purported provisioning of hardware and equipment for the military, intelligence and law 
enforcement in the attempt to resolve the orchestrated internecine crisis and conflict in the 
polity took precedence over every other issues of governance. 

16

                                                           
13 Ken Booth (ed), Critical Security Studies and World Politics, London, Lynne Rienner, 2005, 5 
14 Barry Buzan, People, States and Fear: an Agenda for International Security Studies in the Post-Cold War Era, Boulder, Lynne Rienner, 1983  
15 For the concept of resource wars, see Egodi Uchendu (ed.), Nigeria’s Resource Wars, Vernon Press, 2020. In my contribution to the 
edited work I described “security” as one theatre of the resource wars in Nigeria. Read Chapter 33 “A ‘Security’ Component in Nigeria’s 
Resource War”. 
16 Ken Booth (ed), Critical Security Studies and World Politics, London, Lynne Rienner, 2005, 2-3; this fact was reechoed in Ken Booth, 
Theory of World Security, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007 

 While 
political realism theory of security accepts the situation it inherits and seeks to make it work 
and in so doing contributes to replicating what exists (this approach explained the 
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interventions of the executive and legislatures in Nigeria), critical security theory keeps 
critical distance and call into question prevailing social and power relationships and 
institutions. Critical security believes political realism is an ideology and ideologies are 
human inventions. Like all human inventions, the set of attitudes and behaviours constituted 
by political realism can and should be unlearned in order to address the mess that political 
realism’s security has thrown the world into.  

Critical security theory criticised political realism as unrealistic, misnomer, static, failing the 
test of practice, narrow, rigid, hostile to human interest and that its unspoken assumptions 
were regressive.17

Critical security theory was built on the triad of security, community and emancipation.

 Political realism theory of security to which the military, intelligence and 
law enforcement in Nigeria subscribe perpetuate the suffering of victims of economics 
because it leaves political, economic and social order where it is; construct and consolidate 
Nigerian political practice that fails to provide opportunities for the vast majority of its 
people; focus on statism, strategising and stability ignoring the human referent of security 
and; use the pretext of providing “security” to constantly loot the commonwealth of the 
people for the benefit of the elite of politics and the MILE. 

18 
There is a symbiotic relationship of the triad. Each precedes the other resulting in 
emancipation. Emancipation is the theory and practice of inventing humanity, with a view to 
freeing people, as individuals and collectivities, from contingent and structural oppressions.19

The first is through investigating what security might mean in theory and practice from the 
perspectives on politics that do not start from the same political, methodological, 
philosophical and historically contextual perspectives as those associated with the ideology of 
political realism. The second is thinking about security from the perspective of those people 
without power i.e. those who have been traditionally silenced by prevailing structures.

 
To do this requires rethinking security from the bottom up in two ways.  

20

Ken Booth aligned with William Lovett’s perspective of emancipation describing it as timeless 
and borderless. Emancipation is the “pursuit of bread or material wellbeing, or freedom from 
Nature and scarcity; the pursuit of knowledge of Truth, or freedom from ignorance, 
superstition and lies; and the pursuit of justice, or freedom from political tyranny and 
economic exploitation.”

 The 
“contingent and structural oppression” of the people in Nigeria is an offshoot of the practice 
of state-centric and military-centred political realism security theory.  

21

                                                           
17 Booth(ed), Critical Security Studies…, 7 
18 For Security, Community and Emancipation, see Booth (ed), Critical Security Studies…; for Security, Emancipation and Community, see 
Ken Booth, Theories of World Security, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007, 95-134  
19 Booth (ed), Critical Security Studies …, 181  
20 Booth (ed), Critical Security Studies…13-14 
21 Booth, Theories of World Security, 111 

 Nigerians’ quest for Security, in the last twenty years, is of the type 
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that include more than it exclude creating Community that fit this conception of 
Emancipation.22

                                                           
22 For perspective of security, community and emancipation, read Booth, Theories of World Security, 95-277 

 

There is a silent war between the few and the majority in the country over the use of 
Nigeria’s commonwealth to advance the wellbeing of most if not all. This war has all the 
hallmark of the few pursuing bread or wellbeing or freedom of nature and scarcity through 
the perpetuation among the majority of ignorance, superstition and lies on the one hand and 
political tyranny and economic exploitation on the other hand. The platform for 
accomplishing this is “security” and/or “national security”. Under military rule, the 
designation “security” and/or “national security” did not gain public traction because the 
military was the governing elite as well as the professional body charged with defence or 
“security” as the military preferred to call it.  

In the lead up to enthroning civil rule or democracy in Nigeria which culminated in the 
transition from military rule to civil rule in 1999, the entire struggle of most Nigerians was 
framed as the search for security and/or wellbeing or the all-encompassing type that secure 
most Nigerians. This security is quietly gaining traction that is challenging the “security” of 
the status quo or military dispensation. This is what i described as the “forest” perspective of 
security or security as forest. This is the security that will cater for the majority silenced by 
the prevailing structures of oppression that priviledged the few. 

Most Nigerians felt insecure in all aspect of their livelihoods and lives under military rule. 
They enlisted on the civil rule train because they had hoped they would be secured in most 
aspects of their livelihoods in particular. Therefore security ought to be different under civil 
rule. Security should be wellbeing or the forest type i.e. encompassing employment, health, 
education, infrastructures, law enforcement, defence etc. under civil rule and not the tree i.e. 
defence only that it was under military rule to which most Nigerians rejected. Most Nigerians 
had hoped for the triad of security, community and emancipation of the critical security 
theory type to emerge under civil rule.  

This is precisely the reason I have advocated for Nigeria’s legislatures to come up with policy 
legislation on security that ask and answer the question what is security, whose security, what 
is a security issue and how can security be achieved.  This legislation will determine the place 
of piracy in security and/or national security and how to tackle the issue. 

However, what is playing out, in the last 20 years of civilian rule, is that the tree perspective 
of security i.e. defence-inclined security priviledging elite of politics, business and the MILE is 
being reinforced to benefit the few by paying for their wellbeing and protecting their tenure 
of office in the name of the state. 
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Military Rule and Consciousness of Security and/or National Security  

“Security” and/or “national security” is an undefined, uncharted and ungoverned space in 
Nigeria’s legislation and policy. The persistence of military rule on the one hand and the Cold 
War particularly the projection of military strength between the superpowers introduced 
security into the consciousness of most Nigerians. While security’s popularity derived from 
these sources, national security’s popularity in particular is almost exclusively limited to the 
establishment and the learned community. There is a sense of power, authority and intellect 
that governs its application. 
 
The first reason is the prominence of the military23

 
When I described security as an ungoverned space, I mean there is no policy legislation that 
provide for the four fundamental policy questions on security in Nigeria. Not even the 
Constitution of 1999 as amended raised and provided answers to these questions. There are 
references

 in political governance of Nigeria almost 
immediately after independence. The second reason is the Cold War inclined globalisation of 
the vehicle of security and/or national security or the military, intelligence and law 
enforcement (MILE) and Nigeria's dubious reputation for imitation. Nigeria imitated the 
globalised face of security that put the MILE as the face of security. In this instance, Nigeria is 
either impervious of the reason behind the MILE presence anywhere and everywhere in the 
world or knew this and adapted this to suit its enterprise inside Nigeria. 

24 to security in the Constitution (15 mentions of security in all) including section 
14 (2) b where it was stated that the "security and welfare of the people shall be the primary 
purpose of government." There is no explanation/interpretation/note on the security in 
question in this section.25

 
This security is vague and open to manipulation. The other mentions of security in the 
Constitution were associational e.g. the National Security Council etc. The Constitution did 
not refer to the military, intelligence and law enforcement as security in name and work.  
Sections 214-216 for the police and 217-220 for military described the police as maintaining 
public order and protection of persons and property and the military or armed forces (navy, 
air force and army) as defending Nigeria's borders on sea, air and land.  
 
Other enabling laws of the MILE including Decree 19 of 1986 which was later civilianized into 
the National Security Agencies act creating the Department of State Services, Defence 
Intelligence Agency and National Intelligence Agency did not designate them as security. 

 

                                                           
23 Adoyi Onoja, “Regime Type and the Established Notion of Security in Nigeria: Towards a Human Centred Security for Nigerians”, In 
Olayemi Akinwumi, Mamman Musa Adamu, Patrick Ukase, Nigeria at 50: The Challenges of Nation Building, Zaria: Historical Society of 
Nigeria, 2012, 83-108 
24 Read the 1999 Constitution as amended and also read “the fifteen references to security in the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria” on the sub 
link “stripping” on http://www.adoyionoja.org 
25 Read my view on this in “Security is Amorphous in the Constitution” on the sub link “stripping” on http://www.adoyionoja.org 

http://www.adoyionoja.org/�
http://www.adoyionoja.org/�
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These three agencies are charged with specific type of intelligence collection and operations 
that defend the state internally, defence related (inside and outside) and externally. They are 
all agencies of military, intelligence and law enforcement and not security.  
 
The choice of security to refer to the military, intelligence and law enforcement as name and 
work was borne of convenience and the internationalisation of the word security during the 
Cold War, after the Cold War and in the post 9/11 war on terror. However, this is where the 
convenience of name and work as security ended between Nigeria that prefers the 
name/work convenience and the developed and discerning developing countries that factor 
their history, sociology and politics into their versions of security. 
 
The United States of America is one country that globalised the search for security and/or 
national security and the use of security as name and work type. The United States unlike 
Nigeria that looks within for security goes out in search of security and/or national security. 
Like the glocalisation of security in Nigeria in the last 20 years from 1999, the USA and the 
Nigerian versions leaves two impressions of security on the mind. For the USA, the security 
that is visible globally is America's role of policeman. However, not-so-visible is the security 
or economic and strategic resources for which America police the world. For Nigeria since 
1999, security is boots and guns for the sake of protecting most Nigerians on the one hand 
and on the other hand and for the elite of politics, economics and the MILE the fund to 
purchase the boots and guns. 
 
The founding and original nature, meaning and purpose of security come from the two 
dominant theories explaining the origin of life form on earth. They are creation and/or 
evolution. This is tied to security’s Latin and English etymology. “Securus” in Latin and/or 
“secure” in English from where security and its founding meaning of “free from care”, “being 
secure” and “something which secures” originally applied to the first act performed by 
humankind on earth whether they were created or they evolved. 
 
The first act of humankind is to secure self by feeding26 and sheltering from the elements. It 
is from satisfying these fundamental basic needs that humankind derived the strength to 
fight. The first act of humankind on earth is not to fight.27

                                                           
26For this theoretical perspective, read Peter P. Ekeh. "Colonialism and the Two Publics in Africa: A Theoretical Statement." Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 17, no. 1 (1975): 91-112. Ekeh’s civic and primordial public is at work in Nigeria with reference to “security”. 
For the political class, their cohorts including the top echelon of the military, intelligence and law enforcement (MILE), “security” takes the 
form of primordial public where they appropriate money in the name of “security” for their pockets. The clearest revelation of the 
primordial public of “security” is the disbursement of the $2.1 billion appropriated under the former NSA, Colonel Sambo Dasuki.  
27 For the most Nigerians, the civic public or fighting using fighter aircrafts, warships, guns and boots is “security”. 

 Fighting was/is the second act of 
humankind. When the need to fight arose/arises, it was/is directed at searching, protecting 
and/or advancing food sources.  
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Of the reasons that can be advanced for crisis and conflict between and among human beings 
in most places of the world since creation and/or evolution, the bulk of this is over the 
question of searching, advancing and/or protecting food and livelihood sources. This view is 
germane to the Nigerian experience. In the last twenty years and in particular the last ten 
years, every other development in the country has been subsumed for “security” and/or 
“national security”. Yet Nigerians neither have “security” and/or “national security”. Thus this 
“security” and/or “national security” require examination from historical, philosophical, 
constitutional, comparative and governance type perspectives. This informed the 
construction and use of history, experience and reality (HER)28

Metaphysics studies existence; it examines the foundation of worldview and; it poses the 
question “what is”.

 as theory and tool for 
analysing Nigeria’s failed and failing “security” and/or “national security” practice. 
 
The discipline of philosophy or nature, meaning and purpose of life has plenty insight to offer 
on the issue of “security” in Nigeria.  This is especially when considered within the Nigeria’s 
history, experience and reality (HER) theory. Let us take metaphysics as one aspect of 
philosophy in relation to “security” in Nigeria.  
 

29

There is epistemology which studies human method of acquiring knowledge. It provides 
answer to the question “how do we know what we know”.

 Metaphysics examine everything that exists and existence itself and also 
examine whether the world is real or it is illusion. Without an examination of the world we 
live in, it is not possible to know and deal with reality. The degree to which our metaphysical 
world is correct is the degree to which we are able to comprehend the world and act 
accordingly. Metaphysics through ontology delve into the nature of being by investigating 
the properties of being, the relation between them, in particular becoming, existence, reality 
and that which exist in the social world. 
 
Have we ever posed the question what is “security” in Nigeria? Have we ever examined 
“security” with the tool of metaphysics? “Security” and/or “national security” in Nigeria need 
to be investigated and interrogated with the tools of metaphysics. 
 

30

                                                           
28 History, Experience and Reality (HER) was influenced by the theoretical constructs of Social Constructivism and Critical Security Studies 
respectively. 

It encompasses the nature of 
concepts, the construction of concepts, the validity of the senses, logical reasoning, as well as 
thoughts, ideas, memories, emotions, and all things mental. It is concerned with how our 
minds are related to reality, and whether these relationships are valid or invalid. Epistemology 
is the explanation of how we think. It is required in order to be able to determine the true 
from the false, by determining a proper method of evaluation. It is needed in order to use 
and obtain knowledge of the world around us. Without epistemology, we could not think.  

29 Read “what is philosophy?” https://ourpolitics.net/what-is-philosphy/ accessed 30:04:2020 
30 Read “what is philosophy?”… 

https://ourpolitics.net/what-is-philosphy/�
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Have we ever deployed the tools of epistemology to study and evaluate “security” in Nigeria? 
“Security” and/or “national security” in Nigeria need to be subjected to epistemological 
investigation and interrogation. 
 
It is necessary to deploy the tool of etymology in the discipline of linguistics to examine 
and/or study “security” and/or “national security” in Nigeria. Etymology offers the chance 
to study the origin of words and the way their meanings have changed throughout history. 
Security is one such word that has a history worldwide as well as a history in Nigeria which 
when studied within the context of etymology offer the chance to reconsider the practice 
called “security” in Nigeria. 
 
These investigations and interrogations of security in these contexts will provide answers to 
the undefined, uncharted and ungoverned practice of “security” and/or “national security” 
within Nigeria’s political practice since 1999. 
 
The Legislatures and the Need for Content Development for “Security” and/or “National 
Security” 
 
From the preceding, I did not leave any doubt about the fact that “security” and/or “national 
security” is empty in Nigeria. If the security type the military is reputed to provide was the 
type most Nigerians wanted, there would not have been any need to drive them back to the 
barracks in 1999. Most Nigerians did not like the security type associated with the military, 
intelligence and law enforcement. This security type is the least in the hierarchy of security. 
This security type tackles symptoms and not causes of “insecurity”. 
 
I will focus on what I called content development by legislatures. This is what is sorely needed 
in the predominantly borrowed governing ideas prevalent in the country. The borrowed ideas 
included “security” and/or “national security” in this discourse. 
 
I singled out the legislatures31

                                                           
31 In recent time, my focus has shifted to the legislature as the single impediment to governance in the country. My reasoning is that ideas 
are the source of governance and the legislatures are responsible for the development of ideas. This is not the case with legislatures in 
Nigeria. They would rather aspire to be in the position of the executive. The average mind of most Nigeria is shaped by the character of the 
executive. They have been unable to find their feet in the role carved out for them in democracy and they seemed not ready to find this 
role. Read the article “Distinguishing what is the Executive’s National Security for Nigeria and What Should be the Legislature’s Security for 
Most Nigerians”; “Time to Investigate and Interrogate the History of this Failed Security in Nigeria”; “Nigeria’s Failed and Failing ‘Security’ 
Practice: Time for New Thinking” on the sub links “stripping” and “aoviews” on 

 for mention in terms of content development of Nigeria’s laws 
and policies through reviews and updates of old laws and/or generating new laws within 
Nigeria’s history, experience and reality (HER). The reason for emphasising the legislatures is 
simple.The development of content is their schedule of responsibility. They have the time 
and resources to focus on content development to enable governance or the effective and 

http://www.adoyionoja.org 

http://www.adoyionoja.org/�
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efficient utilisation of human and material resources for the benefit of Nigerians.32

It is sad to observe that those behind the drafting of the Standing Orders of the House of 
Representatives

 How they 
go about developing the content of the ideas will determine whether the ideas work or not. It 
is the content they develop that the executive will implement.  
 
“Security” and/or “national security” are empty words as they are bereft of content within the 
democratic dispensation in place since 1999. They are empty words because each time they 
are invoked they fall flat on the ground. They are bereft of indigenous content of culture 
within indigenous origin of words (etymology), indigenous theory of knowledge 
(epistemology) and indigenous nature, meaning and purpose of life (philosophy). 
 

33

What is the content of security? What is the content of national security? By content of 
security I mean what is security, whose security, what is a security issue and how can security 
be achieved.

 limited the power and ability of the legislatures to oversight functions only 
in the schedule called Committee on National Security and Intelligence.  It is sadder to 
observe that the legislators are either unaware of this limiting provision and/or complicit in 
sustaining its content for whatever reasons. They have been barred from determining the 
content of “national security” contained in the Committee’s schedule and above all they have 
not deem it necessary to ask the question what is “security” and/or “national security” and 
from where – legislation and/or constitution - did the content of the Committee’s work 
derived. They have been barred from asking the WHAT question or the content development 
questions in spite of the successful failure and continuous failing of “security” and/or 
“national security” under their watch in the last two decades. They have been confined in 
their interventions to the HOW only in the belief that what is “security” and/or “national 
security” is a settled matter. Is it? It is NOT. 
 

34

                                                           
32 Read World Bank, Sub Saharan Africa: From Crisis to Sustainable Growth, Washington DC: The World Bank, 1989; World Bank, 
Governance and Development, Washington DC: World Bank, 1992; Thomas G. Weiss, “Governance, Good Governance and Global 
Governance: Conceptual and Actual Challenges”, Third World Quarterly, Volume 12, Number 5, 2000: 795-814 
33 See Federal Republic of Nigeria, Standing Orders of the House of Representatives, 9th edition, Abuja, National Assembly Complex, 2016, 
179 
34 I adopted Paul D. Williams’ four fundamental questions on security studies framework as the baseline for asking question on security and 
security studies in Nigeria. The framework addresses policy and strategy. The first three are focused on policy and the last on strategy. For 
the four fundamental questions, see Paul D. Williams, Security Studies: An Introduction, London, Routledge, 2008, Chapter One 

 By content of national security I mean what is national security, whose 
national security, what is a national security issue and how can national security be achieved.  
 
Have these questions been addressed in legislations and policies on security and/or national 
security in Nigeria? Should the legislatures not embark on content development for ideas and 
in particular borrowed ideas such as “security” and/or “national security” that has become 
everyday currencies? Should they not embark on developing content for these ideas within 
the history, experience and reality (HER) of Nigeria and specifically within the democracy 
enabling environment?  
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It is time to begin to weave a Nigerian culture out of the collective aspirations of its 
nationalities. One such aspiration is their desire for security of the type that takes its cue from 
their desire for better livelihoods and lives. It is to search the individual cultures of the 
nationalities for the answers to the yet-to-be-asked questions of what is security, whose 
security, what is a security issue and how can security be achieved. 
 
The foisting of the military security type on Nigerians in the period 1999 to date failed and is 
failing requiring the need to find and fit the security type most Nigerians voted for. This is 
because there is and should be difference in the content of security under civilian rule 
different from that under military rule. For instance, if security is wellbeing, then Nigerians 
require wellbeing in all aspect of their lives. Only elected civilian rule is saddle with the 
provision of wellbeing for most Nigerians in all spheres including the military’s professed area 
of competence, defence. 
 
The failure of “security” and/or “national security” since 1999 is because there is something 
wrong with the content of security and/or national security philosophically, historically, 
constitutionally, legislatively and policy-wise. Nigeria’s elected legislatures in their 
interventions on “security” would rather talk about “how” or strategy and not “what” or 
policy and do not see anything wrong with this “security” to begin to ask questions on 
security’s etymology, epistemology, philosophy, history and country-comparisons.  

Nigeria’s elected legislatures did not see the need to comb the 1999 Constitution and other 
legislations to discover if there was ever a policy or vision for security and/or national 
security and/or if there is mention of security and/or national security, the context for this 
and the extent to which it solves or addresses Nigeria’s “security” and/or “national security” 
issues. 

Nigeria’s legislatures did not see any wrong in questioning the so-called National Security 
Strategy (NSS) supposedly providing ways and means to addressing “security” and/or 
“national security”. Nigeria holds the reputation of having security and/or national security 
strategy without policy on “security” and/or “national security”. Nigeria, in this instance, put 
the security cart before the security horse. 

One fundamental question that has not been asked by the legislatures since their 
interventions35

If military rule defined and justified “security” within their job description of 
defence, how should elected political rule define and justify security? Should 

 on the “security” is:   

                                                           
35 There have been conferences, workshops, seminars, symposiums on “security” and/or “national security” by the legislatures since 
“security” came to overshadow everything else in governance. At a point there was this seeming competition between the executive and 
legislature on organising conferences and workshops on “security” and/or “national security”. One pattern ran through these interventions: 
it was the how and not the what. These failed on both the executive and legislature sides. 
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the elected political rule not define security within their job description of 
governance that encompasses most things beginning with the foundation of 
security, the economy and including the subsystem called defence? Should the 
elected political rule not follow the security type advocated by Anthony Burke 
that 'security should not be seen as one good among many. Security should be 
the good that guarantees all others'. Should the Nigerian political class persist 
in defining security in the context of their difficult experience in the hands of 
the military as the quid pro quo that security is today? Where is the difference 
between the elected political class rule and the military class rule in the matter 
of “security”? Of the political and military class today, who should own and 
drive security?"36

At present, neither the Constitution nor any law contains this policy provision on security 
and/or national security. Indeed one of the deficiencies of the 1999 Constitution and the 
basis for the continuation of the defence-grade “security” in the country is the context of the 
fifteen mentions of “security” and/or “national security”. The defining and yet ambiguous 
mention is Chapter II Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State Policy Section 
14 2b.

 

It should be noted that the difference between military rule “security” if at all it should be 
called security (and it should not) and elected civilian rule “security” is that the former 
preside over subsystems called defence and law enforcement and the latter preside over the 
entire system including the defence and law enforcement subsystems. This is the reason that 
prompted my using the metaphor of security is forest for elected civilian rule and security is a 
tree for military rule to distinguish the two.  

To this extent it is absolutely essential for the legislatures to provide policy legislation 
platform addressing what is security, whose security, what is a security issue and how can 
security be achieved in tandem with the mandate they received from the people to govern 
the entire Nigeria beginning with securing their livelihoods and lives in this order. The type 
of security most Nigerians opted for in 1999 was a repudiation of the security type that 
represented the worldview of the military.  

37 According to the section “the security and welfare of the people shall be the primary 
purpose of the government”.38

Above all else it is important to investigate and interrogate the powers behind the drafters of 
the Constitution, their tactical and strategic objectives, the ideological reasoning in the 
insertion of “security” in Section 14 2b, the context of the fourteen references to “security” 
and/or “national security” in the Constitution and Sections 214-216 and 217-

 It is important to investigate and interrogate the reasoning 
behind the statement. 

                                                           
36 Read the article “The 1999 Constitution, the Political Class and Resolving Security by ‘We the People’”, on the sub link “stripping” on 
http://www.adoyionoja.org; read also Ken Booth, Theory of World Security … 
37 Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 Constitution as amended, Section 14 2b 
38 See the 1999 Constitution as amended 

http://www.adoyionoja.org/�
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220respectively. This should be place side by side with the type of “security” most Nigerians 
voted to install in 1999.  

There goes the security policy legislation lacuna behind the failed and failing “security” 
and/or “national security” in place. Nigeria’s representative rule establishment beginning with 
the legislatures failed to construct its vision and mission of security in tandem with the wishes 
of Nigerians. 

This is the content development that is sorely missing and required for “security” and/or 
“national security” in Nigeria’s representative rule era. This will determine where to place 
piracy within the “security” and/or “national security” framework. 
 
Putting and Tackling Piracy in Policy Legislation Driven Security and/or National Security 
and Unleashing Growth in the Maritime Subsector 
 
I will begin this section with two hypothetical security and/or national security policy 
legislation frameworks. The first framework attempts to define security and/or national 
security within the dominant defence and law enforcement mindset. The second framework 
considers security and/or national security from the civil rule expectations of most Nigerians.  
I argued that the policy should answer four questions. They are what is security, whose 
security, what is a security issue and how can security be achieved. The first three deal with 
policy issues and the last deal with strategy.   
 
What is security? Security is the role of the military, intelligence and law enforcement (MILE) 
as the bulwark of the ruling government. They strengthen the capacity of the government to 
tame and exploit the people; they are used against domestic opponents and; they facilitate 
the intimidation of sections of the population. Security is holding the “horn” to enable the 
West and others countries “milk” the cow and by extension support the wellbeing and well-
fare of the ruling elite and their local collaborators. The fascination with security of the 
western type, for Nigeria’s establishment, is limited only to the instrumental role of the 
military, intelligence and law enforcement. 

Whose security? Security is about state. Security is the protection of the state. The state is 
represented by the government in power at any given time. The priority of security is thus 
the state and not the people even as the people and their safety are represented as the goal of 
security. In the West, the state, in search of security outside their shores, represents the 
people. The state in Nigeria does not go in search of any resources outside Nigeria. The state 
pries on the people and their resources and is protected in this effort by the military, 
intelligence and law enforcement.  

What is a security issue? Security issue is anything and everything that threaten the ability of 
the state to pry on the people and to have its way against legitimate opposition and the 
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people. Thus security issues include dissent, dissatisfaction, protest, secession, militancy, 
kidnapping and even the locally undefined terrain of terrorism and insurgency that speaks 
more to the security objectives of the West than Nigeria. Security issues also include the 
expression of the people against the inability of the governments to provide for their needs.  

The West termed terrorism, insurgency and piracy as threat to their security and/or national 
security and thus security and/or national security issues that threaten their ability to access 
and move and market resources from different parts of the world to their countries. They 
elevated these issues to front burner of their security and/or national security. The Nigerian 
authorities latched on this to construct their own “security” issues. Today, terrorism, 
insurgency or both and others such as piracy have been termed “security” issues even as the 
authorities have been hard pressed to convince discerning Nigerians of the existence of these 
issues beyond the utilitarian value it connotes for the state’s battles against most Nigerians. 

How can security be achieved? “Security” is achieved by the use and deployment of the 
military, intelligence and law enforcement into crisis and conflict area. “Security” is achieved 
through the equipping of the military, intelligence and law enforcement in preemptive 
capacity. “Security” is also achieved through collaborative efforts with the United States of 
America, Britain and Europe. In this instance, the latter initiate security cooperation with the 
former and the former benefits from training and logistics support from these countries. This 
is the case with piracy in the Gulf of Guinea. The intervention is to address the security 
and/or national security concerns of the developed world. 

The so-called security cooperation assist the United States of America, Britain and Europe 
achieve their security objectives in Nigeria. After all the security cooperation is at their 
instance and not the instance of Nigeria since Nigeria has no idea of its security except the 
instrumental aspect of security it appropriated from two-faced security of the west. The so-
called benefits accruing to Nigeria in the security cooperation increase the attainment of the 
security and/or national security objectives of these western countries. This is because the 
training do not come free of charge and the logistics even if they are donated free of charge 
requires servicing in the long run. Nigeria will have to pay for the purchase and maintenance 
of the equipment from these countries furthering the core aim of their security and/or 
national security – market for their products.  

In the absence of Nigeria’s security philosophy and policy legislation framework, Nigeria 
continue to get crumbs for its so-called “security”-military, intelligence and law enforcement 
- the very agencies that create the enabling environment for the “lust for lands, markets or 
security” for the United States, Britain, Europe, China and other discerning developed 
developing countries. 
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I used History, Experience and Reality (HER) and Studying, Thinking, Observing Comparing 
(STOC)39

What is a security issue? Anything and everything that hinders the wellbeing or security of 
the individual and people constitute security and/or national security issue. Anything and 
everything that promotes, enhances and advances the wellbeing of the individual and people 
is security issue. In Nigeria, poor governance, mis-governance and inadequate governance is 
security issue; poverty is security issue; lack of opportunity for the different demographic 
group on short, medium and long term is security issue; unemployment is security issue; 
inequality is security issue; marginalisation is security issue; theft of public fund is security 
issue; lack of public utilities is security issue; lack of access to basic, secondary and tertiary 
education is security issue and; corruption or the abuse of entrusted power for private gain

, and the framework of the four fundamental questions (4FQs) of security studies 
to attempt the answer to what security should be in Nigeria. 

What is security? Security is wellbeing. Wellbeing is living well and living above poverty of all 
types including and especially psychological poverty. Living well and faring well is accessing 
and/or having the means to access basic needs such as food, health, shelter, school on short, 
medium and long term basis. Food, shelter and health are fundamental necessities that 
defined and governed having, maintaining and living life from the origin of life itself on 
planet earth whether it is by creation or evolution. The availability and access to wellbeing 
and well-fare on the one hand and the unavailability and inaccessibility to wellbeing and 
well-fare on the other hand constitute the two phases of security and/or national security 
today. 

Whose security? The object of wellbeing is individual and/or people. Wellbeing or security is 
for individual and/or people. The individual and people is the barometer for measuring 
wellbeing. Wellbeing is not about the state. Without individual and people, there is no state. 
The state is the will of individual and people. The state cannot and should not be prioritised as 
the object of wellbeing or security over and above the individual and people whose soul 
constitute the state. 

40

How can security be achieved? The strategy for achieving security or wellbeing is to enshrine 
its pursuit as constitutional requirement of every public and private policy in Nigeria. Security 
or wellbeing can be achieved by cultivating and doing anything and everything that promote, 
enhance and advance the wellbeing of the individual and people. All public and private sector 
policies should take the wellbeing or security of the recipient of their services and products as 

 
is security issue. They are security issues to the extent that they impede on the wellbeing or 
security of the individual or group. 

                                                           
39 This is a tool I developed to investigate and interrogate security in Nigeria. Read the article on studying, thinking, observing and 
comparing on the sub link “adonostra” on http://www.adoyionoja.org 
40 This is the definition of Transparency International (TI) 

http://www.adoyionoja.org/�
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the primary objective of their endeavours. This is particularly the case with all ministries, 
departments and agencies of governments. 

If this hypothetical sketch is the declared security and/or national security of Nigeria, then 
piracy should and would be seen as security and/or national security issue that should be 
solve with the full weight of the country’s resources. Piracy will not be a matter for defence 
and law enforcement only. Piracy is a security and/or national security issue and the process 
of securitisation that prioritises anything and everything that threatens the wellbeing and 
livelihoods of one Nigerian and all Nigerians will be invoked to address the issue.  
 
Without security and/or national security policy legislation, piracy is treated under crime and 
criminality coming under law enforcement purview of the police, civil defence, customs and 
immigration and in some cases defence under the navy. Under the law enforcement and 
defence frameworks, piracy’s consideration as existential issue is less of a priority than when it 
is under security and/or national security framework.    
 
Piracy is a crime in Nigeria that is driven by greed, need or both. As a greed driven crime, it 
involves the high and mighty in the society owing to its capital intensive nature. As a need 
driven crime, the foot soldiers often recruited by the high and mighty are people without 
discernible means of livelihoods driven into desperation by poor governance, conflict and 
destruction of means of livelihoods by activities of the state and multinational corporations 
exploring and exploiting hydrocarbon resources. 
 
In the last two decades of Nigeria’s representative rule, the hope of most Nigerians for 
opportunities through governance that would enhance their livelihoods and lives has not 
improved commensurate with the resources generated and with growth in population.  
Elected officials at the federal, states and local levels of governments have other priorities 
other than improving livelihoods of their people in a coordinated governance process that 
deliver growth on short, medium and long term. This is judging from the reasons that 
compel most Nigerians to enthrone representative rule in 1999. 
 
Piracy is one of the ways the people with access to sea fend for themselves in the absence of 
the government and governance. In describing the Gulf of Guinea as the world’s worst 
hotspot for piracy, the Economist41

As the “world’s most pirate-infested sea”, the Gulf of Guinea reported 72 attacks in 2019 on 
ships on high sea between Ivory Coast and Cameroun. In the current year, it has recorded 30, 

 did not speak for Nigerians. The Economist spoke for the 
United States and other western powers whose “security” and/or “national security” is 
endangered by piracy in the area.  
 

                                                           
41 See “the Gulf of Guinea is now the world’s Worst Piracy”, https://www.economist.com/international/2019/06/29/the-gulf-of-guinea-
is-now-the-worlds-worst-piracy-hotspot 

https://www.economist.com/international/2019/06/29/the-gulf-of-guinea-is-now-the-worlds-worst-piracy-hotspot�
https://www.economist.com/international/2019/06/29/the-gulf-of-guinea-is-now-the-worlds-worst-piracy-hotspot�
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a figure the International Maritime Bureau (IMB) described as under-recorded for fear of ship 
owners having their ships detained indefinitely to facilitate investigation. The IMB based its 
characterisation of the area in comparison with other areas – South East Asia, Malacca strait 
and Gulf of Aden - where it noted that piracy was on the decline due largely to navies 
cooperating with each other. 
 
Greed, need42

I listened to a documentary on Al-Jazeera titled “Growing Pains”.

 or both permeate and infect all strata of Nigerians. Greed applies to the upper 
echelon of Nigeria’s government bureaucracies of the political, civil and uniformed types 
saddled with the task of addressing the causes and symptoms of greed, need or both. For this 
set of the people, there is a thriving political economy governing the weakness and/or 
complicity of persons and institutions to dealing with this. The need part applies to most 
Nigerians especially those living in the maritime area. This is the consequences of the failure 
of the representative rule to delivers on its promises in the last twenty years and the 
complicity of the state in the activities of multinational corporations exploiting and 
destroying resources in the area.  
 
So, where do we place these developments within an uncharted, undefined and ungoverned 
“security” and/or “national security” framework reflective of the representative rule 
governing environment? For Morizur and the Economist, there is no dispute where to place 
piracy in their conceptions of security and/or national security. If piracy threaten the ability 
of their countries to access economic and strategic resources in the Gulf of Guinea, piracy 
belong to their security and/or national security concerns.  
 
Conclusion  

43

This is in spite of the time tested fact that security and/or national security philosophies, 
theories, concepts and methods are human construct. It is because those in charge are 

 I want to conclude this 
paper by saying that “security” and/or “national security” is growing pains for Nigerians and 
Nigeria in the last two decades.  

The reason is because there is little success story of growth in the area called “security” and/or 
“national security” in the last twenty years of representative rule in spite of the enormous 
expenditure in gross domestic product terms. We cannot measure growth in the area because 
we do not know what “security” and/or “national security” is about.  

                                                           
42 For the greed and need parts, read the analysis of Francois Morizur, “Countering Gulf of Guinea Piracy Towards 
2025”,https://www.maritime-executive.com/blog/countering-gulf-of-guinea-piracy-towards-2025. According to Morizur, “The pirates 
did not come from the coupling of a mermaid and a swordfish, everything begins onshore. Generally, we can consider piracy in the context 
of poverty, loss of livelihoods such as fishing (pollution or illegal over-exploitation), lack of support from official structures, more or less 
easy gain, etc. Pirates from the Nigerian Delta should also be viewed in the context of militancy, illegal crude oil bunkering and illegal 
refinery production. Oil theft is estimated to benefit at least 500,000 people in the country.” 
43 Al-Jazeera, “Growing Pains”, 07/09/2020 
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comfortable keeping “security” and/or “national security” the way they are. It is because we 
have refused to go the way of constructing “security” and/or “national security” in tandem 
with the needs of most Nigerians. 

The United States and China are two examples of countries with constructed national security 
legislation that governs their conceptions of security. There are others as well that tailor their 
conceptions of security to their history, sociology and politics. They include Israel, Iran, 
Pakistan,44

When one compared this with the mission contained in the Office of the National Security 
Adviser (ONSA) drafted National Security Strategy (NSS), one begins to wonder where the 
ONSA obtain the vision stating what is security, whose security, what is a security issue for it 
to singlehandedly draft the mission or ways and means of achieving security and/or national 
security.

 Saudi Arabia and India. We cannot imitate and borrow another country’s 
conception of “security” and/or “national security” conception because Nigeria’s history, 
sociology and politics are different. We must construct our own. If we must borrow, we must 
also domesticate and/or indigenise.  

The United States, Nigeria’s preferred borrowing model, has different history, sociology and 
politics. In 2020, the United States, under the America First National Security Strategy of 
President Trump, budgeted over $700 billion for its military, intelligence and law 
enforcement (MILE). The Strategy is President Trump’s mission taken from the vision or 
National Security Act of 1947. The MILE is not national security. The MILE is the instrument 
for national security. The money will go into the manufacturing of new generation weapon 
systems, upgrading existing ones and maintaining the personnel of the MILE including the 
facilities and fleets scattered all over the world. They include ten or eleven aircraft carriers 
each supported by cruisers, destroyers and submarines in the world’s oceans. Defence 
manufacturers, contractors and suppliers and millions of jobs down the lines will be 
maintained as well as share of old markets increased and new markets opened.  

The weapons systems will enhance the ability of the United States to access national security 
anywhere and everywhere in the world including checking pirates threatening the movement 
of economic resources and markets. 
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44 Read the article “Presenting Models of Security Constructed Off Some Countries’ History, Experience and Reality (HER)” on the sub link 
“aoviews” and “Taking on One Issue in the Context of Class Discourse: On ‘Resource Starved’ Pakistan in the Security of the United States” 
on the sub link “adonostra” on 

For instance, one area of the NSS was the plan to create a military industrial 
complex (MIC) for Nigeria. The mere mooting of the idea of military industrial complex not 
only demonstrated total lack of vision for “security” and/or “national security”. The idea is 
archaic, devoid of Nigeria’s history, experience and reality (HER), oblivious of Nigeria’s 
industrial capacity, share of markets in the sub regions and region vis-à-vis the vice grip of 
colonially carved markets and infrastructures deficits.  

http://www.adoyionoja.org 
45 Read Adoyi Onoja, A Critique of the National Security Strategy, Monograph 3, Jos, Adoyi Onoja, 2019 

http://www.adoyionoja.org/�
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The ONSA’s the NSS still toying with the idea of the Cold War era military industrial complex 
further consolidate the view of Nigeria’s penchant for imitation without domestication 
and/or indigenisation.46 To think that one institution will arrogate to itself the power to 
draw up “security” strategy without security policy and to construct mission for every 
ministry, department and agency of the federal, states and local government councils point 
to the state of governance.47

As the World Bank posited back in 1989 a view that is still germane over three decades later in 
Nigeria, “underlying the litany of Africa’s (Nigeria) development problem is a crisis of 
governance”.

 

48 There is plenty in the ONSA’s NSS that is surreal even as this same document 
first launched in 2014 was re-launched in 2019 after its five years shelve life expired and after 
going through so-called review and update.49

Growing “security” and/or “national security” through policy legislation and through theory 
and practice deriving from the policy legislation will determine the place of piracy and other 
issues affecting the economy of Nigeria. For now, Nigeria is the “playing field”

 

The reason we are where we are in spite of having a representative government in place is 
because those in the legislatures are either ignorant and/or content with the prevailing 
“security” and/or “national security” even if it is against the yearnings of their people. It is the 
reason we cannot place piracy where it should be if indeed piracy is asphyxiating growth in 
the maritime subsector of the economy. 
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46 Most things about “security” and/or “national security” were borrowed from the United States without indigenisation and domestication. 
The Nigerian National Security Agencies Act takes its cue from the US National Security Act; the National Security Adviser and the Office 
of the National Security Adviser came from the US National Security Advisor; Nigeria has a National Security Council(NSC) derived from 
the US National Security Council; while the NSA in the NSC advises the US president and does not dabble in the affairs of the United States 
military, the Nigerian version took over the task of the Chief of Defence Staff and those of the service chiefs and practically run the armed 
forces; it is debatable if the NSA and NSC advises the president;the NSC is perpetually moribund confined to its singular ambiguous and 
schedule of “public security” and its insatiable appetite for appropriating fund.  
47 Read the World Bank governance perspective in Ibid. 
48 World Bank, Sub Saharan Africa: From Crisis to Sustainable Growth, Washington DC: The World Bank, 1989 
49 The only review and update was to remove the former president and NSA for the new president and NSA. Like its 2014 version which 
spent its life time on the shelves of the ONSA, the only agency with access to the NSS, the new NSS has taken its place on the shelves of the 
ONSA gathering dust for the next five years. The NSS, a document meant to direct “security” and/or “national security” does not even 
govern the conduct of its compiler, the ONSA let alone other MDAs that did not participate in its making. 
50 The concept of “playing field” and “player” was taken from the statement of a European Union (EU) official in the recent meeting with 
China. The official observed that the EU needs to be a “player” and not a “playing field” in its relation with China. BBC World News, 
16:09:2020 

 of other 
countries security objectives and not a “player” in the security field. Nigeria needs to be a 
“player” and not a “playing field” in security.This is a content development issue of urgent 
importance for Nigeria’s legislatures to determine.  

For now, piracy is a crime that comes under law enforcement schedule of the police, civil 
defence, customs and immigration and/or defence under the purview of the navy. This will 
remain so until the determination of “security” and/or “national security” by Nigeria’s 
legislatures.  


